
 

 

 

Rescue at the Amazon (Part 1) by Ashkan Shajari 

This episode includes adult themes. So, if you have kids around, you 

may listen to it later.  

                 Amir                                                                                             

Hi 

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                                                               

 

Hey man. I’ve booked two seats on the next            

flight. Where are you?  

                       Amir                                                                                                 

I’m in a taxi. There is some heavy traffic.  

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                    

Hurry up! You gonna miss the flight.  

                       Amir                                                                                                                                        

I’m coming. Just be there. 

                      Ashkan                                           

That’s ok. I’m waiting for you. Bye for now.                                                   

Where is my headphone? Oh, here it is.                                       

Let’s listen to some music. 

 

This episode is a story about two guys, who 

wanna fly to Bolivia. But, dander is always 

there. This is rescue at the Amazon.  

                       Amir                                                                                       

Yo, what up? 

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                                                    

Hey bro. We got only 2 minutes left. 

                       Amir                                                                                                      

So, I’m right on time.  

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                                       

Yeah, are you ready for the journey? 

Vocab Meaning 

Book Reserve  

Hurry up Be quick, Rush  

Rescue To save s.one or something 

Journey Trip 

Get a move on Hurry up, come on 

Hold on To wait for a short time 

Identify  To recognize and correctly 
name someone or something 

Folks People 

Medical drug The medicine that is sold in 
pharmacy 

Aboard On or into a plane, ship, train 

Suffer  Having physical or mental 
pain 

Jet lag The tired and confused 
feeling after flying 

Opposite As different as possible from 
someone or something 

Passion A very strong love, desire 

As well  Too, in addition 

Keep up To continue doing something 

Instruction  Information and orders that 
tell you how to do something 

By the way Used to introduce new topic 

Constantly All the time, very often 

Freaked out Going crazy, due to extreme 
fear, anger or excitement  
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                       Amir                                                                                                                                        

 

Definitely, I am. Get a move on.  

 

                  Security guard                                                                         

Hold on sir. What is this? Can you please                        

identify what this is? Folks, I can’t hear                          

what you are saying. 

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                  

Hemorrhoids.  

                  Security guard                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Come again. 

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                                  

Hemorrhoids. These are medical drugs.  

                  Security guard                                                                                                                 

Have a safe flight. Both of you. 

                       Amir                                          

Ok. Our seats are 21A and B. Though it’s not                        

first-class, it’s good enough. 

                     Captain                                

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen, this is                                                             

your captain speaking. Welcome to the united                   

flight361. We’ll be starting our flight in                    

just a few minutes. Welcome aboard.                                                     

       Ashkan                                                                                               

I hate planes.   

        Amir                                                                                                                                      

Why?     

                      Ashkan                                                                                                                                                             

I’m suffering from jet lag, but I’ll feel                                            

better after some sleep. I only love the view. 

                       Amir                                                         

I’m the opposite. Flying is my passion,                             

and I took pilot courses as well.  

                      Ashkan                                                 

Oh, really?  

Vocab Meaning 

Get out of hand To become  uncontrollable 

To extremes A point beyond normal 

Hospitalize To take into a hospital for 
treatment 

Issue Problem, subject 

Land  When a plane moves down 
onto the ground 

Flight attendant Someone who serves the 
passengers on a plane 

Reception  Phone signals 

Access The right to use something 

Surf  To look quickly  

Scared  Afraid, frightened of s.th  

Crash  To have an accident by 
hitting something else  

Explosion  A loud sound produced by 
something such as a bomb 

Mayday  A radio signal used to ask for 
help when a plane or ship is 
in danger 

Bring down  To reduce s.th to a lower 
level 

Bring out  To make s.th easier to see 

Brace for 
impact  

Be prepared for hitting   

Infect  To catch bacteria or other 
things that can cause disease 



 

 

                       Amir                                   

Yeah, I need some more practice to be a real                     

pilot. 

                      Ashkan                                                   

Man, that’s cool. Keep it up. Oh, she is                         

talking too much. 

                       Amir                                                                      

Yeah. Bunch of boring security instructions. 

                      Ashkan                                                              

By the way, that night at the party, what                          

happened to that girl? I saw her drinking                       

constantly. Something like a bottle. 

                       Amir                                                           

She was freaked out, you know. Things got out                                        

of hand, and I took her to the hospital. 

                      Ashkan                                                           

Oh, god. She drank to extremes. Then what                      

happened?  

                       Amir                                                     

She hospitalized for two days. She got better                       

very soon, and I tried to calm her fears. She                           

had some personal problems.  

                      Ashkan                                                      

Nowadays, It’s such a common issue.  

                      Captain                                                    

This is your captain speaking. We’d like to                        

thank you for flying with us. We’ll be landing                

in Miami shortly. Flight attendants please                     

prepare the cabin for landing. 

If you’re looking for a new way to develop your English speaking, 

Movie podcasts are highly recommended. Please go www.earfoods.com and 

leave us a comment. Now back to rescue at the Amazon. 

                       Amir                                                                              

Do you wanna check out your Instagram? 

                      Ashkan                                                     

How? I have no reception. 

                       Amir                                                         

We have access to Wifi. Here it is.                     

                      Ashkan                                                    

You gotta be kidding me? Yohoooo  
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                       Amir                                                                                                             

Shh! Are you crazy?!  

                      Ashkan                                                             

Oh, sorry. Now let me surf the Internet. Just                     

Watch it.                                                

                       Amir                                                                

That’s an amazing mu.                                           

Hey look at the window. It’s cloudy out there. 

                      Ashkan                                                       

Oh, no. it’s getting rainy. I’m scared.                     

                   Flight attendant                                 

The captain has turned on the seat belt light.               

Please take your seat and fasten your seat belts. 

                       Amir                                                            

We gonna crash, I know that. 

                      Ashkan                                                          

Ahhh shit. I don’t wanna die. I don’t wanna die.  

                      Captain                                                

Fire! Explosion! Mayday! Mayday! Bringing it down and out!  

                       Amir                                                                   

Ashkan put on your Life jacket! 

                      Captain                                

Brace for impact! 

                       Amir                                                            

Wake up! Do you hear me?! Wake up!                                                             

Breath! Just Breath! 

                      Ashkan                                                                    

AAh! AAh! Damn! May leg! A piece of metal! It                  

hurts! AAH! 

                       Amir                                        

Oh no! You’re bleeding! I’m gonna pull out the                        

metal and tie your leg to stop bleeding, ok?! 

                      Ashkan                                 

No! No! No! So much pain! 

                       Amir                                                                            

listen. I have to do it, unless it’s gonna                       

infect. Do you understand?! Put this in your                                     

mouth. Lie here. Take a deep breath. Ok. 

                                                   


